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Combinatorial games are games like Tic-Tac-Toe or Chess in which each player has perfect
information and players move sequentially. Outcomes of such games can thus, at least in
principle, be predicted by enumerating all possible ways in which the game may evolve. But,
of course, such complete enumerations usually exceed available computing powers, which keeps
these games interesting to study.

A group of such games is called saturation games. In an F-saturation game, two players
play on a graph G which is empty at first and alternately pick edges and insert them to G. F
is a set of graphs and the players may never choose an edge twice or an edge such that with
this edge, G would contain an element of F as a subgraph. The game is played until no further
edges can be chosen, which is when the graph is F-saturated.

Now both player have goals, namely one player, maxi, wants to have as many edges as
possible in the final graph, while the other player, mini, wants to have as few edges as possible.

These games have proven to be very difficult to analyse, even for some of the most simple
structures such as small paths or cycles.

One of the difficult properties of the games is that, having more edges in the current G is
not always better for maxi, even though his end goal is to have as many as possible and also
it is not always better to be on the play, for either player, as can be seen in the results of Lee
and Riet [1]. They look at a slight variation of the game: here the maxi player is allowed to
not pick an edge and pass on his turn.

The current tools for giving upper bounds rely on tricks which only work in very specific
scenarios and can fail dramatically even if the starting parameters are changed only slightly.

The goal of this thesis would be to understand the state of the art, look at simple structures
and try to develop new tools for proving bounds for the saturation games. In particular solving
the original saturation game for paths.
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